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Lukáš Lev Červinka's dissertation Anti-establishment Parties: Threat to Democracy or 

Chance for its New Equilibrium? is based on a rich foreign literature and in original way 

connects the current topics of constitutional identity and Anti-establishment Parties.  

The work is a valuable contribution to the scholarship on constitutional identity and 

political parties. The author's comments on the Czech and Italian constitutional systems 

are also very valuable. The thesis meets the requirements for a dissertation in terms of 

its scope and content.  

 

I declare that the parts of Lukáš Lev Červinka's dissertation Anti-establishment Parties: 

Threat to Democracy or Chance for its New Equilibrium? have been published in the 

following publications: 
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The dissertation thus contains original, substantial and valuable scholarship on an 

important topic. The thesis is well structured and written in a clear and comprehensible 

language. The literature and case law are duly cited; the thesis has the prescribed scope, 

and thus does not show any formal defects. I recommend the thesis for defense before 

the dissertation committee.  
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